
Sustainability 
Remote Internship
Program

Attention all Social Impact Enthusiasts!

Duration
4 - 16 weeks

Price
EUR 1,799

Start Date
Every 2 weeks

Whenever you enroll in our Sustainability Remote Internship Program you contribute
with the education of a child in Cambodia through our partner Toutes a l'Ecole

Internship Placement in Social Entrepreneurship
 or Organizational Sustainability
Live interactive webinars with Sustainability experts
Exclusive access to the e-learning platform Absolute Academy
Informational Interviews with industry innovators
Online language courses
Weekly check-ins with supervisor
Certificate of Completion
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This sustainability Internship will give you the opportunity to
gain amazing insights into the social entrepreneurship and
organizational sustainability landscape around the globe,

working with and supporting some of the leaders in sustainable
and social impact.

 
Our partner organisations are established companies working

on Sustainable Development Goals. This Sustainability
Internship allows you to gain relevant and valuable work

experience and knowledge from home.
 

Internships are project based and we offer  flexible working
hours that can range from 20 to 40 hours per week. You will
gain access to a new global network of professionals in the

industry who will help further your career!
 

Our Host Companies understand what the industry expects
from their new hires, it is our goal to connect our students to

top leading companies in the non-profit, or social responsibility
industry and help them develop skills specific to their desired

career path. 

"They helped me increase my knowledge about the solar industry. I was
able to familiarize myself with technical terminology. Helped grow my
communication skills. I created an updated and new take on their
proposal for quality assurance services. Mapped out competitions within
their markets region. Provided a business insight to their operations. I
would’ve not learned about what I see doing after college. And in what
area. I would’ve missed out on gaining a new perspective on the world
and my place in it!"

Avery (University of Oregon)
Green Technology internship in Singapore

https://www.toutes-a-l-ecole.org/en/2JDmde/why-cambodia.aspx


Job Description Examples

Upbeing, based in Shanghai, is a service provider of
personalized sustainable education. They facilitate
projects for those who are interested in social issues,
combine community crowdsourcing to form a three-
win vision of personal growth, ecological community
building, and service to the earth. 

CDA Herts based in London, have been helping
communities and delivering projects and
services for over 50 years to help improve life
for both rural and urban communities. They
work to raise awareness of the needs of rural
communities, farmers and businesses bringing
together people and communities, helping the
disadvantaged and providing advocacy for
minorities and excluded groups.

Earth Org, is a global not-for-profit environmental
organisation based in Hong Kong. It raises
awareness about the loss of biodiversity and the
deteriorating conditions of natural ecosystems
worldwide. It advocates for better governance of
natural resources and campaigns for countries to
adopt principles of natural capital accountancy
into their economic policy making decisions.

Day to day management operations 
Analysis of system efficiencies and identifying opportunities
for improved performance.
Monitor maintenance and operations activities for the assets. 
Monitoring the compliance in all contracts and activities.
Provide assistance in due diligence process, including review
of financial and operational assumptions.
Monitor all payments of the plant.
Support Financial controller with analysis of P&L variance,
Forecast and Budget review.
Invoice collection sign off
Supervise FIT/ROC and market electricity revenue collection
Contact with DNOs to solve potential discrepancies
Compliance
Facilitate hand-off from project management to operational
management

Emmaus based in Stockholm since the 70s. They
contribute to a sustainable world through reuse,
development projects and information work. With
funds raised from our second-hand sales, they
support Western Sahara.'s right to self-
determination. They also support projects in
Angola, Colombia and Palestine.

Help collect and disseminate information, ideas and project
links on sustainability matters with new partners.
Manage website, eBulletin and social media.
Assist in the promotion of energy conservation to village halls,
community buildings and other community hubs.
Help engage with local authorities in supporting the
development of low carbon initiative linked to public buildings.
 Contribute in seeking out and liaising with sustainable and
low carbon initiatives and businesses.
Make contact with and learn from projects and initiatives in
other locations in the UK and abroad.

Companies Overview

Depending on the student's major and host company needs,
the students will be able to intern in:

Job Description for Finance & Accounting:

Job Description for Business and/or Marketing:

http://www.upbeing.com/english
https://earth.org/
https://emmausstockholm.se/

